PH315 – Winter 2018

Instructor: Ethan Minot

Experiment: The relationship between energy and wavelength
(Updated on Thursday Feb 1) Write-up due on Friday Feb 9 at 5pm
Summary

Philosophy
・Treat this as an experimental question, rather than consulting textbooks for the relationship.
・The more carefully/cleverly you design the experiment, the more tightly you can constrain the
relationship. Challenge your ingenuity and leverage your understanding of the equipment.
・You will have sufficient time to think, iterate, calibrate, check, and try different ideas.
Learning Goals
・Use measurements to test a hypothesis about a quantitative physical relationship.
・Figure out ways to improve the quality of measurement data
・Draw conclusions from “noisy” measurement data
・Write an experiment report (introduction, procedures, results, analysis, conclusions).
Details
In the limit of small electrical current (no energy dissipated as heat) theorist #1 expects
λ = (slope)·eVLED + constant,
where e is the charge of the electron and VLED is the voltage drop across the LED.
Theorist #2 disagrees. In the same limit (small electrical current), theorist #2 expects
λ = (constant)/eVLED.
Your job is to distinguish between these competing hypotheses and determine the unknown
parameters (slopes and constants). When reporting the experimental values of the unknown
parameters you must quantify the uncertainty in these values. Only report uncertainty that can
be attributed to your experimental method. A finished experiment should be checked and
rechecked so that no uncertainty is due to “human error”.
Resources: ・A Beginners Guide to Uncertainty of Measurements (pdf on class website)
・Rubric for grading the experiment report (pdf on class website)
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Equipment

Turn the knob 10 times to
change the resistance from
zero to 10 kΩ.

10-kΩ variable
resistor

Always put the 10-kΩ variable
resistor in series with the LED.
The long leg goes to the
positive terminal of the battery.
(To protect the LED, there is
also 200 Ω of resistance built
into the various wires).

Red, green and
blue LED

This is a convenient place to
secure the legs of the LED.

Prototyping
breadboard

Avoid making finger prints on
the transparent material. The
manufacturer claims there are
1000 vertical black lines per
mm (see the microscope
image)

Grating

Each minigrabber has a
delicate spring inside. Hook the
hook around an exposed wire.
The minigrabbers do not plug
into the prototyping
breadboard.

Minigrabber test
clips

Miscellaneous

You are encouraged to use commonly
available items like digital multimeters,
white board, rulers, scotch tape, rubber
bands, wood blocks etc.
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